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To whom it may concern,  

  

Having read through the Higher Education Governance Bill it appears that the Scottish 

Government wishes to control everything about each of Scottish Universities stripping each 

one of its identity, curtailing each one's ability to make decisions specific to its unique 

demographic of students, faculty and staff and severely burdening each institution with costs 

of complying to the bill as stated.  The consequences of this bill will be to homogenize a 

diverse and vibrant community of academic institutions which will not only destroy any and 

all healthy competition among them to be better, but will fetter their ability to compete 

globally.  This will severely hurt the academic integrity of each institution by not being able 

to attract and keep talented faculty, which will therefore make the universities in question less 

attractive to the best and brightest students in Scotland, the UK, the EU and the world 

including the US and Canada. 

As a graduate of the University of St Andrews, I find it appalling that the Scottish 

Government would seek to destroy the identity and integrity of its oldest university.  Having 

been founded over 600 years ago, St Andrews has educated some of Scotland’s and the 

world’s greatest minds.  Three signatories of the American Declaration of Independence 

attended or received degrees from St Andrews, including: James Wilson, one of six original 

justices appointed by George Washington to the Supreme Court and founder of the 

University of Pennsylvania Law School; John Witherspoon, President of Princeton 

University (formerly the College of New Jersey); and Benjamin Franklin, founder of the 

University of Pennsylvania.  St Andrews attracts many international students and its 

reputation abroad not only is good for Scotland, but Scotland’s other great universities. 

Furthermore, the universities with which St Andrews, Edinburgh and Glasgow compete such 

as Oxford and Cambridge are not fettered with the same exhaustive and intrusive 

governmental meddling.  Ivy League universities in the U.S. including Harvard, Yale, 

Princeton, Univ. Pennsylvania, Dartmouth, Brown and Cornell do not have any governmental 

meddling at all.  If Scotland’s universities are to compete with these world-renown 

institutions, then they must be free to do so without interference from any political regime 

which takes power. 

In brief if this bill is passed in any form, it will do the following: 

  

         undermines the Universities’ autonomy through giving future Governments 

(political parties) significant potential influence and control without the safeguard of 

parliamentary scrutiny – this despite the assurances given in the Consultation 

document;  

         endangers the Universities’ ability to ensure academic freedom and act as sources 

of independent thinking, offering analysis and comment without fear or favour  the 



consequent risk to Universities’ academic standing and to the benefit they deliver to 

the national economy (St Andrews delivers £12 benefit for every £1 received in 

government funding). 

  

Furthermore, the bill in no way addresses the practical challenges posed by the legislation.  

And, the fact remains that there has been no compelling explanation of the problem that the 

legislation is trying to solve.  

  

The Scottish government has not thought through the financial and economic impact the bill 

has on the universities themselves and to the future of the Scottish economy: 

  

         reductions in institutional autonomy will harm Scottish universities’ global 

competitiveness as well as relationships with business and charitable/philanthropic 

funders;  

         increased Ministerial control will jeopardise Universities’ charitable status  

         increased Ministerial control could prompt the Office of National Statistics 

(ONS) to reclassify HEIs as central government bodies (this has already happened 

with colleges). This could impact the University’s ability to undertake entrepreneurial 

activity and access research grants. Considering research grants make up on third of 

St. Andrews annual budget, the very existence of the institution would be severely at 

risk. 

  

In conclusion, this bill will only bring hardship on the institutions it purportedly wishes to 

protect.  The thought that politicians who may not have attended, graduated, taught or worked 

at these institutions somehow have the best interests of the institutions in mind and somehow 

know what is best for these institutions is not only stupid but arrogant.  The majority of the 

universities already have very specific bylaws and procedures in place to make processes 

transparent and fair.  There is no compelling argument as to what the Scottish government 

seeks to remedy. 

I ask that you withdraw the bill immediately. 

Yours sincerely 

Andrew Wingham Ogletree 

  

 


